
                             CLASS - I           SUBJECT - COMPUTER 

                       Lesson 1  COMPUTER  -   A  Machine  

Dear  Parents  since  our  class 1  students  may  not  be  able  to  read  the  

text  kindly  read  it  out  to  them  and  encourage  them  to  read   . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children ! Look  at  this .   

Do  you  know  what  is  this ? 

       

                        A  Computer 

 

A  computer  is  a  Machine. 

It  works  on  Electricity. 

 

 

 Learning  Objectives -  To  enable  the  students  to  : 

1.  Identify  the  computer 

2.  Tell  about  machines 

3.  Identify  different  machines 

4.  Tell  the  uses  of  machines 



Some  machines  run  on  Fuel. 

For  example,  

 

             An  Aeroplane         

 

Aeroplane 

An  aeroplane  flies  in  the  air. 

It  carries  passengers  from  one  place  to  another. 

We  board  it  at  the  airport. 

 

 

 

                                   A  Train 

Train                                                                                                                                              

A  train  runs  on  the  rails.                                                                                 

It  carries  passengers  and  goods  from  one  place                                   

to  another. 

We  board  it  at  the  railway  station. 

 



 

Some  machines  work  with  Manpower. 

For  example,                                                            

                                                                                                      

                                                  

                   A  Bicycle                                                                              A  Tricycle 

 

We  use  a  bicycle  to  go  to  places  which  are  not  very  far.  Small  children  use  a  tricycle  

to  amuse  themselves. 

Children! All  these  machines  help  us  to  do  different  types  of  tasks. Machines  make  the  

work  easier  and  save  time. 

Similarly,  a  computer  allows  us  to  do  different  tasks  on  it.  We  can…. 

1.  Play  games 

2.  Solve  sums 

3.  Make  drawings 

4.  Write  stories 

5.  Listen  to  music 

 

                              



                              EXPLANATION    OF   THE   LESSON

 

Children   do  you  know  why  do  we  need   machines. We  need  machines  to  make  our  

work  easier.  We  use  different  types  of  machines  in  our  day  to  day  life. Machines  helps 

us  in  our  work   and   also  saves  our  time.

 For  example -  Washing machine ,  juicer , refrigerator  etc

Children  do  you  know  some  machines  run  on  electricity

For  example – Fan  ,  Television

Some  machines  work  on  fuel. 

For  example –  Car  , Train 

Some  machines  work  on  Manpower.

For  example –  Bicycle , Tricycle

So  children  do  you  understand  

also  a  machine .  A  computer  works   on   electricity. It  allows   us  to  do  various  types  of  

tasks  such  as  solve sums , play games , make  drawings , write

children  we  can  say  that  a  computer  is   a   

https://youtu.be/q3bSmSVLYgs?t=73

 

                                                      

                                                  ( Book  Page nos 11 )  

A.   Tick  the  correct  one. 

1.   A  computer  works  on   electricity

a.  fuel (             )                 b.  electricity (  

2.  A   machine   makes   your  work  easier.

a.  train (             )               b.  machine (  

3.  A   computer  is  used  to  solve  sums

a.  solve sums (   )         b.  wash  dirty  clothes (  

NATION    OF   THE   LESSON 

do  you  know  why  do  we  need   machines. We  need  machines  to  make  our  

work  easier.  We  use  different  types  of  machines  in  our  day  to  day  life. Machines  helps 

us  in  our  work   and   also  saves  our  time. 

Washing machine ,  juicer , refrigerator  etc.  

Children  do  you  know  some  machines  run  on  electricity. 

,  Television 

 

power. 

Bicycle , Tricycle 

So  children  do  you  understand  about  machines  now. In  the  same  way ,  a  computer   is  

works   on   electricity. It  allows   us  to  do  various  types  of  

tasks  such  as  solve sums , play games , make  drawings , write  stories , listen  to  music etc. 

omputer  is   a   machine . 

https://youtu.be/q3bSmSVLYgs?t=73 

      CLASS WORK 

( Book  Page nos 11 )   

electricity . 

b.  electricity (     )                        c .  manpower  (             )   

makes   your  work  easier. 

a.  train (             )               b.  machine (      )                        c .  sun  (             )  

solve  sums.   

b.  wash  dirty  clothes (           )        c . keep  things  cool  

do  you  know  why  do  we  need   machines. We  need  machines  to  make  our  

work  easier.  We  use  different  types  of  machines  in  our  day  to  day  life. Machines  helps  

,  a  computer   is  

works   on   electricity. It  allows   us  to  do  various  types  of  

stories , listen  to  music etc. So  

manpower  (             )    

c .  sun  (             )   

)        c . keep  things  cool  (           ) 

https://youtu.be/q3bSmSVLYgs?t=73


B.  Write   T  for  the  True   and   F   for   the   False   statements.     

1.   Machines   saves   your   time. (  T     ) 

2.   A   train  runs   on  the  rails . (   T     ) 

3.  You  can  make  drawings  on  the  computer. (  T     ) 

4.   A    train   is   not   a  machine. (  F    ) 

5.   An  aeroplane  runs  on  fuel. (  T     ) 

 

C.  Answer   the   following  questions. 

1.  Write  the  names  of  two  man - made  machines. 

Ans   Juicer    and    Fan . 

2.  What  is  computer? 

Ans    A   computer  is   a   machine. 

 

                                                  HOME WORK 

  Q1.   Draw  and   label   a  computer . 

 

 

        

NOTE :  Dear  students  please   complete  the  work  and  wait  for  the  next  lesson. Enjoy  

learning  and  keep  healthy  and  safe . 

 

 

 

       ( Ms . BABITA CHARAN )                                       


